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Intuitive definitions

….. ISATION = (n) a process that changes something that is not to something that is

∴ INTERNATIONALISATION (N) = A PROCESS
INTERNATIONALISE

- Bring (a place) under the protection or control of two or more nations: (as adjective internationalized) an internationalized city
  - oxforddictionaries.com

- To place (something) under international control: to make (something) involve or affect two or more countries
  - http://www.merriam-webster.com

AS A VERB ONLY ??
RELATED WORDS

- **International** – (adj) a description
- **Internationalized** – (adj)? (v)?
- **Internationalism** – (n) a belief
- **Internationalist** – (n) one who believes
- **Internationalise** – (v) acting to make … international
- **Internationalisation** – (n) a process

- **Question** – is it ever possible to say that a thing has been internationalised (present perfect / passive)
- OR
- that internationalisation had been achieved (past perfect)?
INTERNATIONALISATION FOR SPECIFIC CIRCUMSTANCES

NICOLAS BAUDIN

MATTHEW FLINDERS

oceaniedeslumieres.org

agaunews.com
SPACE STATION
Agreement Between the

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
and OTHER GOVERNMENTS

Signed at Washington January 29, 1998
with Annex

and

Arrangement Between the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
and OTHER GOVERNMENTS
Signed at Washington January 29, 1998
INTERNATIONALISATION AS STANDARDISATION
INTERNATIONALISATION AS STANDARDISATION
Teachers and tutors - where the rubber hits the road: at the moment we are standing still
DOING IT

We need to internationalise the work – ask questions and set research tasks that have international importance

turn away from anodyne attitudes
PROPOSED WORKING DEFINITION OF INTERNATIONALISATION

- Internationalisation (n) a process by which teachers become more knowledgeable about international affairs and design course materials that reflect and discuss them
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